KOAMTAC, Inc. Releases Version 3.0 KDC Barcode and
Payment SDK and Launches New Developer Program
KOAMTAC® releases version 3.0 SDK that is operable on Android®, iOS®, Windows®
PC/RT/Phone 8 platforms, for integration with all KDC® devices. The company has also
launched a new developer program for Independent Software Vendor (ISV) partners,
offering demo units, combined Application Program Interface (API), and collaborative
marketing opportunities.
February 19, 2015, Princeton, NJ- KOAMTAC, Inc. today announced the release of its
updated Android®, iOS® and Windows® PC compatible SDK. Accompanying the
updated SDK, KOAMTAC has released a new SDK for Windows RT/Phone 8®. The main
feature of the version 3.0 SDK is the ease of programming and simplicity of upgrade.
The new KOAMTAC version 3.0 SDK offers rich, but easy to use APIs that communicate
between all major smart devices, PCs, KOAMTAC KDC Bluetooth barcode scanners,
transaction and mobile POS companions. The robust SDK enables developers to
integrate support for all these features into mobile application and provides their
customers with full barcode and payment solutions with a single SDK.
Developers will be able to easily integrate KOAMTAC devices with their preferred
systems. The KOAMTAC SDK will not require the developer to have extensive source
code knowledge. All programming will refer to the KOAMTAC proprietary developer
program known as, KTSimpleDemoTM. This is a simple source code tool provided within
the new software. Furthermore, developers will not need to change existing application
source code, and may simply update the SDK by utilizing these features.
Developers may take advantage of the complimentary version 3.0 SDK, as well as, enjoy
the full benefits of the KOAMTAC Developer Program. Additional offerings include,
one package for all applications, which include barcode data collection, RFID, and
payment applications, a free sixty (60) day trial on all demo units, mobile application
integration, and collaborative marketing opportunities.

For more information regarding the KOAMTAC Developer Program, visit
www.koamtac.com or e-mail SDK@koamtac.com.

About KOAMTAC, Inc.
KOAMTAC, Inc. Headquarters is based in Princeton, New Jersey and produces a signature line
of lightweight, ergonomically friendly Bluetooth® barcode scanners. The company is also
dedicated to environmental conservation, while maintaining the quality expectations of its
consumers. With its unique patented features, all KOAMTAC scanners reduce the carbon
footprint during usage, and provide consumers with a durable and enhanced solution.
All products are universally compatible across current technology platforms, and offer seamless
use with iPhone®/iPod touch®/iPad, Android®, Blackberry®, Mac® and Windows®-based
devices. The KDC20, KDC30, KDC100, KDC200, KDC250, KDC300 and KDC350 are the world’s
smallest and lightest programmable barcode data and card readers with a display on the market
today. The KDC400-Series are patent-protected modular sled accessories for single-handed
utility. The KDC500 is the KOAMTAC EMV/MSR/Barcode/NFC Mobile POS Companion. For
additional information or to place an order, visit http://www.koamtac.com.
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Credit Notice:
KDC®, KoamTac®, KOAMTAC®, and KTSync® are trademarks of KOAMTAC, Inc.
All other product and company names used herein are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks
of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by
the respective trademark holders.
Android® is a registered trademark or trademark of Google, Inc., in the U.S. and/or other
countries;
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark or trademark of Bluetooth SIG, in the U.S. and/or other
countries;
Windows® is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation, in the U.S. and/or
other countries;
Blackberry® is a registered trademark or trademark of Research In Motion (RIM), Inc., in the U.S.,
Canada and/or other countries;
iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch® and Mac® are registered trademarks or trademarks of Apple®, Inc.,
in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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